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Introduction

Many of the formalisms used to de ne the syntax of natural (and programming) languages may be
located in a continuum that ranges from propositional Horn logic to full rst order Horn logic, possibly with non-Herbrand interpretations. This structural parenthood has been previously remarked:
it lead to the development of Prolog [Col-78, Coh-88] and is analyzed in some detail in [PerW-80]
for Context-Free languages and Horn Clauses. A notable outcome is the parsing technique known
as Earley deduction [PerW-83].
These formalisms play (at least) three roles:

descriptive: they give a
language,

nite and organized description of the syntactic structure of the

analytic: they can be used to analyze sentences so as to retrieve a syntactic structure (i.e.
a representation) from which the meaning can be extracted,

generative: they can also be used as the speci cation of the concrete representation of
sentences from a more structured abstract syntactic representation (e.g. a parse tree).

The choice of a formalism is essential with respect to the descriptive role, since it controls the
perspicuity with which linguistic phenomena may be understood and expressed in actual language
descriptions, and hence the tractability of these descriptions for the human mind.
However, computational tractability is required by the other two roles if we intend to use these
descriptions for mechanical processing of languages.
The aim of our work, which is partially reported here, is to obtain a uniform understanding of
the computational aspects of syntactic phenomena within the continuum of Horn-like formalisms
considered above, and devise general purpose algorithmic techniques to deal with these formalisms
in practical applications.
To attain this goal, we follow a three-sided strategy:
1

 Systematic study of the lower end of the continuum, represented by context-free (CF) grammars (simpler formalisms, such as propositional Horn logic do not seem relevant for our
purpose).

 Systematic study of the higher end of the continuum, i.e. rst order Horn clauses,
 Analysis of the relations between intermediate formalisms and Horn clauses, so as to reuse

for intermediate formalisms the understanding and algorithmic solutions developed for the
more powerful Horn clauses.

This strategy is motivated by two facts:

 the computational properties of both CF grammars and Horn clauses may be expressed with
the same computational model: the non-deterministic pushdown automaton,

 the two formalisms have a compatible concept of syntactic structure: the parse-tree in the
CF case, and the proof-tree in the Horn clause case.

CThe greater simplicity of the CF formalism helps us in understanding more easily most of the
computational phenomena. We then generalize this knowledge to the more powerful Horn clauses,
and nally we specialize it from Horn clauses to the possibly less powerful but linguistically more
perspicuous intermediate formalisms.
In this chapter we present two aspects of our work:
1. a new understanding of shared parse forests and their relation to CF grammars, and
2. a generalization to full Horn clauses, also called De nite Clause (DC) programs, of the pushdown stack computational model developed for CF parsers.
2

Context-Free Parsing

Though much research has been devoted to this subject in the past, most of the practically usable
work has concentrated on deterministic push-down parsing which is clearly inadequate for natural
language applications and does not generalize to more complex formalisms. On the other hand
there has been little formal investigation of general CF parsing, though many practical systems
have been implemented based on some variant of Earley's algorithm.
Our contribution has been to develop a formal model which can describe these variants in
a uniform way, and encompasses the construction of parse-trees, and more generally of parseforests. This model is based on the compilation paradigm common in programming languages and
deterministic parsing: we use the non-deterministic1 Pushdown Automaton (PDA) as a virtual
parsing machine which we can simulate with an Earley-like construction; variations on Earley's
algorithm are then expressed as variations in the compilation schema used to produce the PDA code
1

In this chapter, the abbreviation PDA always implies the possibility of non-determinism
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Figure 2: Graph of the Grammar

Figure 1: A Context-Free Grammar

from the original CF grammar2. This uniform framework has been used to compare experimentally
parsing schemata w.r.t. parser size, parsing speed and size of shared forest, and in reusing the
wealth of PDA construction techniques to be found in the literature.
This work has been reported elsewhere [Lan-74, BilL-89, Lan-88a]. An essential outcome, which
is the object of this section, is a new understanding of the relation between CF grammars, parsetrees and parse-forests, and the parsing process itself. The presentation is informal since our
purpose is to give an intuitive understanding of the concepts, which is our interpretation of the
earlier theoretical results.
Essentially, we shall rst show that both CF grammars and shared parsed forest may be represented by AND-OR graphs, with speci c interpretations. We shall then argue that this representational similarity is not accidental, and that there is no di erence between a shared forest and a
grammar.

2.1 Context-free Grammars

Our running example for a CF grammar is the pico-grammar of English, taken from [Tom-87],
which is given in gure 1.
In gure 2 we give a graphical representation of this grammar as an AND-OR graph. The
notation for this AND-OR graph is unusual and emphasizes the di erence between AND and OR
nodes. OR-nodes are represented by the non-terminal categories of the grammar, and AND-nodes
Many variants of Earley's algorithm published in the literature [BouPS-75, Tom-87], including Earley's own
[Ear-70], could be viewed as special cases of that approach.
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Figure 4: Another parse tree

are represented by the rules (numbers) of the grammar. There are also leaf-nodes corresponding
to the terminal categories.
The OR-node corresponding to a non-terminal X has exiting arcs leading to each AND-node n
representing a rule that de nes X. This arc is not explicitly represented in the graphical formalism
chosen. If there is only one such arc, then it is represented by placing n immediately under X. This
is the case for the OR-node representing the non-terminal PP. If there are several such arcs, they
are implicitly represented by enclosing in an ellipse the OR-node X above all its son nodes n, n', : : :
This is the case for the OR-node representing the non-terminal NP.
The sons of an AND-node (i.e. a rule) are the grammatical categories found in the right-handside of the rule, in that order. The arcs leading from an AND-node to its sons are represented
explicitly. The convention for orienting the arcs is that they leave a node from below and reach a
node from above.
This graph accurately represents the grammar, and is very similar to the graphs used in some
parsers. For example, LR(0) parsing uses a graph representation of the grammar that is very
similar, the main di erence being that the sons of AND-nodes are linked together from left to
right, rather than being attached separately to the AND-node [AhoU-72, DeR-71]. More simply,
this graph representation is very close to the data structures often used to represent conveniently
a grammar in a computer memory.
A characteristic of the AND/OR graph representing a grammar is that all nodes have di erent
labels. Conversely, any labelled AND/OR graph such that all node labels are di erent may be read
as | translated into | a CF grammar such that AND-node labels are rule names, OR-node labels
represent non-terminal categories, and leaf-node labels represent terminal categories.
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Figure 6: A shared parse forest

2.2 Parse trees and parse forests

Given a sentence in the language de ned by a CF grammar, the parsing process consists in building
a tree structure, the parse tree, that shows how this sentence can be constructed according to the
grammatical rules of the language. It is however frequent that the CF syntax of a sentence is
ambiguous, i.e. that several distinct parse-trees may be constructed for it.
Let us consider the grammar of gure 1.
If we take as example the sentence \I see a man with a mirror", which translate into the
terminal sequence \n v det n prep det n", we can build the two parse trees given in gures 3
and 4. Note that we label a parse tree node with its non-terminal category and with the rule
used to decompose it into constituents. Hence such a parse tree could be seen as an AND-OR tree
similar to the AND-OR grammar graph of gure 2. However, since all OR-nodes are degenerated
(i.e. have a unique son), a parse tree is just an AND-tree.
The number of possible parse trees may become very large when the size of sentences increases:
it may grow exponentially with that size, and may even be in nite for cyclic grammars (which
seem of little linguistic usefulness [PerW-83, Tom-85], except may-be for analyzing ill-formed sentences [Lan-88a]). Since it is often desirable to consider all possible parse trees (e.g. for semantic
processing), it is convenient to merge as much as possible these parse trees into a single structure
that allows them to share common parts. This sharing save on the space needed to represent the
trees, and also on the later processing of these trees since it may allows to share between two trees
the processing of some common parts3. The shared representation of all parse trees is called shared
The direct production of such shared representation by parsing algorithms also corresponds to sharing in the
parsing computation [Lan-74, Tom-87, BilL-89].
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parse forest, or just parse forest.
To analyze how two trees can share a (connected) part, we rst notice that such a part may be
isolated by cutting the tree along an edge (or arc) as in gure 5. this actually give us two parts: a
subtree and a context (cf. gure 5). Either of these two parts may be shared in forests representing
two trees. When a subtree is the same for two trees, it may be shared as shown in gure 7. When
contexts are equal and may thus be shared, we get the structure depicted in gure 8.
The sharing of context actually corresponds to ambiguities in the analyzed sentence: the ellipse
in gure 8 contains the head nodes for two distinct parses of the same subsentence v, that both
recognize v in the same non-terminal category NT. Each head node is labelled with the (number of
the) rule used to decompose v into constituents in that parse, and the common syntactical category
labels the top of the ellipse. Not accidentally, this structure is precisely the structure of the ORnodes we used to represent CF grammars. Indeed, an ambiguity is nothing but a choice between
two possible parses of the same sentence fragment v as the same syntactic category NT.
Using a combination of these two forms of sharing, the two parse trees of gures 3 and 4 may
be merged into the shared parse forest4 of gure 6. Note that, for this simple example, the only
context being shared is the empty outer context of the two possible parse tree, that still states that
a proper parse tree must belong to the syntactic category S.
In this representation we keep our double labelling of parse tree nodes with both the nonterminal category and the rule used to decompose it into its constituents. As indicated above,
ambiguities are represented with context sharing, i.e. by OR-nodes that are the exact equivalent of
those of gure 2. Hence a shared parse forest is an AND-OR graph5 . Note however that the same
rule (resp. non-terminal) may now label several AND-nodes (resp. OR-nodes) of the shared parse
forest graph.
If we make the labels distinct, for example by indexing them so as not to lose their original
This graphical representation of shared forests is not original: to our knowledge it was rst used by
Tomita [Tom-87]. However, we believe that its comparative understanding as context sharing, as AND-OR tree
or as grammar has never been presented. Context sharing is called local ambiguity packing by Tomita.
5
This graph may have cycles for in nitely ambiguous sentences when the grammar of the language is itself cyclic.
4

6

information, we can then read the shared forest graph of a sentence s as a grammar F . The
language of this grammar contains only the sentence s, and it gives s the same syntactic structure(s)
| i.e. the same parse tree(s) and the same ambiguities | as the original grammar, up to the above
renaming of labels.
It is easily shown that the space complexity of the shared forest representation is O(n p +1 )
where n is the length of the sentence analyzed and p is the length of the longest right-hand side of a
rule. Hence, ecient representation requires a trivial transformation of the original grammar into a
2-size grammar, i.e. a grammar such that the right-hand sides of rules have a length at most equal
to 2. This generalizes/simpli es the use of Chomsky Normal Form [Pra-75] or 2-form [She-76].
Such a transformation amounts e ectively to allowing two forest nodes to share a common sublist
of their respective lists of sons.
This type of transformation is explicitly or implicitly performed/required by parsing algorithms
that have O(n 3 ) complexity. For example in [Lan-74, BilL-89], the transformation is implicit in
the construction of the PDA transitions.
s

2.3 Parse forests for incomplete sentences

Our view of parsing may be extended to the parsing of incomplete sentences [Lan-88a].
An example of incomplete sentence is \... see ... mirror". Assuming that we know that
the rst hole stands for a single missing word, and that the second one stands for an arbitrary
number of words, we can represent this sentence by the sequence \? v * n". The convention is
that \?" stands for one unknown word, and \*" for any number of them.
Such an incomplete sentence s may be understood as de ning a sublanguage L which contains
all the correct sentences matching s. Any parse tree for a sentence in that sublanguage may then be
considered a possible parse tree for the incomplete sentence s. For example, the sentences \I see
a man with a mirror" and \You see a mirror" are both in the sublanguage of the incomplete
sentence above. Consequently, the two parse trees of gures 3 and 4 are possible parse trees for
this sentence, along with many others.
All parse trees for the sentence s = \? v * n" may be merged into a shared parse forest that
is represented in gure 9.
The graph of this forest has been divided into two parts by the horizontal grey line ? .
The terminal labels underscored with a \*" represent any word in the corresponding terminal
category. This is also true for all the terminal labels in the bottom part of the graph.
The forest fragment below the horizontal line is a (closed) subgraph of the original grammar
of gure 2 (which we have completed in grey to emphasize the fact). It corresponds to parse trees
of constituents that are completely unde ned, within their syntactical categories, and may thus
be any tree in that category that the grammar can generate. This occurs once in the forest for
non-terminal PP at arc marked and twice for NP at arcs marked .
This bottom part of the graph brings no new information (it is just the part of the original
grammar reachable from nodes PP and NP). Hence the forest could be simpli ed by eliminating this
bottom subgraph, and labelling the end node of the (resp. ) arc with PP* (resp. NP*), meaning
an arbitrary PP (resp. NP) constituent.
s
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Figure 9: Full parse forest for an incomplete sentence
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The complete shared forest of gure 6 may be interpreted as a CF grammar G . This grammar
is precisely a grammar of the sublanguage L of all sentences that match the incomplete sentence s.
Again, up to renaming of nonterminals, this grammar G gives the sentences in L the same syntactic
structure as the original grammar of the full language.
If the sentence parsed is the completely unknown sentence u = \*", then the corresponding
sublanguage L is the complete language considered, and the parse forest for u can be quite
naturally the original grammar of the full language: The grammar of a CF language is a parse-forest
of the completely unknown sentence, i.e. the syntactic structure of all sentences in the language,
in a non-trivial sense. In other words, all one can say about a fully unknown sentence assumed
to be correct, is that it satis es the syntax of the language. This statement does take a stronger
signi cation when shared parse forests are actually built by parsers, and when such a parser does
return the original grammar for the fully unknown sentence6 .
Parsing a sentence according to a CF grammar is just extracting a parse tree (or a sub-forest)
tting that sentence from the CF grammar considered as a parse forest.
Looking at these issues from another angle, we have the following consequence of the above
discussion: given a set of parse trees (i.e. appropriately decorated trees), they form the set of
parses of a CF language i they can be merged into a shared forest that is nite.
In [BilL-89, Lan-88a] Billot and the author have proposed parsers that actually build shared
forests formalized as CF grammar. This view of shared forests originally seemed to be an artifact of
the formalization chosen in the design of these algorithms, and appeared possibly more obfuscatory
than illuminating. It has been our purpose here to show that it really has a fundamental character,
independently of any parsing algorithm.
This close relation between sharing structures and context-freeness actually hints to limitations
of the e ectiveness of sharing in parse forests de ned by non-CF formalisms.
From an algorithmic point of view, the construction of a shared forest for a (possibly incomplete)
sentence may be seen as a specialization of the original grammar to the sublanguage de ned by
that sentence. This shows interesting connections with the general theory of partial evaluation
of programs [Fut-88], which deals with the specialization of programs by propagation of known
properties of their input.
In practice, the published parsing algorithms do not always give shared forest with maximum
sharing. This may result in forests that are larger or more complex, but does not invalidate our
presentation.
s

s

s

s

u

3

Horn Clauses

The PDA based compilation approach proved itself a fruitful theoretical and experimental support
for the analysis and understanding of general CF parsing a la Earley. In accordance with our
strategy of uniform study of the \Horn continuum", we extended this approach to general Horn
However, if it does not produce optimal sharing in the forest, the parser may return a structurally equivalent,
but larger grammar.
6
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clauses, i.e. De nite Clause (DC) programs.
This lead to the de nition of the Logical Push-Down Automaton (LPDA) which is an operational
engine intended to play for Horn clauses the same role as the usual PDA for CF languages. Space
limitations prevent giving here a detailed presentation of LPDAs, and we only sketch the underlying
ideas. More details may be found in [Lan-88b, Lan-88c].
As in the CF case, the evaluation of a DC program may be decomposed into two phases:
 a compilation phase that translate the DC program into a LPDA. Independently of the later
execution strategy, the compilation may be done according to a variety of evaluation schemata:
top-down, bottom-up, predictive bottom-up, ... Speci c optimization techniques may also be
developed for each of these compilation schemata.

 an execution phase that can interpret the LPDA according to some execution technique:

backtrack (depth- rst), breadth- rst, dynamic programming, or some combination [TamS-86].
This separation of concerns leads to a better understanding of issues, and should allow a more
systematic comparison of the possible alternatives.
In the case of dynamic programming execution, the LPDA formalism uses to very simple structures that we believe easier to analyze, prove, and optimize than the corresponding direct constructions on DC programs [PerW-83, Por-86, TamS-86, Vie-87b], while remaining independent of
the computation schema, unlike the direct constructions. Note that predictive bottom-up compilation followed by dynamic programming execution is essentially equivalent to Earley deduction as
presented in [PerW-83, Por-86].
The next sections include a presentation of LPDAs and their dynamic programming interpretation, a compilation schema for building a LPDA from a DC program, and an example applying
this top-down construction to a very simple DC program.

3.1 Logical PDAs and their dynamic programming interpretation

A LPDA is essentially a PDA that stores logical atoms (i.e. predicates applied to arguments) and
substitutions on its stack, instead of simple symbols. The symbols of the standard CF PDA stack
may be seen as predicates with no arguments (or more accurately with two argument similar to those
used to translate CF grammars into DC in [PerW-80]). A technical point is that we consider PDAs
without \ nite state" control: this is possible without loss of generality by having pop transitions
that replace the top two atoms by only one (this is standard in LR(k) PDA parsers[AhoU-72]).

Formally a LPDA A is a 6-tuple:
A = (X; F; ; $; $f ; )
where X is a set of variables, F is a set of functions and constants symbols,  is a set of stack
predicate symbols, $ and $f are respectively the initial and nal stack predicates, and  is a nite
set of transitions having one of the following three forms:
horizontal transitions: B 7! C
{ { replace B by C on top of stack
push transitions:
B 7! CB { { push C on top of former stack top B
pop transitions:
BD 7! C { { replace BD by C on top of stack
10

where B, C and D are -atoms, i.e. atoms built with , F and X.
Intuitively (and approximately) a pop transition BD 7! C is applicable to a stack con guration
with atoms A and A0 on top, i there is a substitution s such that Bs = As and Ds = A0s. Then A
and A0 are removed from the stack and replaced by Cs, i.e. the atom C to which s has been applied.
Things are similar for other kinds of transitions. Of course a LPDA is usually non-deterministic
w.r.t. the choice of the applicable transition.
In the case of dynamic programming interpretations, all possible computation paths are explored, with as much sub-computation sharing as possible. The algorithm proceeds by building a
collection of items (analogous to those of Earley's algorithm) which are pairs of atoms. An item
<A A0> represents a stack fragment of two consecutive atoms [Lan-74, Lan-88a]. If another item
<A0 A00> was also created, this means that the sequence of atoms AA0 A00 is to be found in some
possible stack con guration, and so on (up to the use of substitutions, not discussed here). The


computation is initialized with an initial item U = < $ a >. New items are produced by applying
the LPDA transitions to existing items, until no new application is possible (an application may
often produce an already existing item). The computation terminates under similar conditions as
specialized algorithms [PerW-83, TamS-86, Vie-87b]. If successful, the computation produces one

or several nal items of the form <$f $ >, where the arguments of $f are an answer substitution
of the initial DC program. In a parsing context, one is usually interested in obtaining parse-trees
rather than \answer substitutions". The counterpart of CF a parse tree is here a proof tree corresponding to proofs with the original DC program. Such proof trees may be obtained by the same
techniques that are used in the case of CF parsing [Lan-74, BilL-89, Bil-88], and that actually
interpret the items and their relations as a shared parse forest structure.
Substitutions are applied to items as follows (we give as example the most complex case): a
pop transition BD 7! C is applicable to a pair of items <A A0 > and <E E0>, i there is a uni er
s of <A A0 > and <B D>, and a uni er s0 of A0s and E. This produces the item <Css 0 E0 s 0>.

3.2 Top-down compilation of DC programs into LPDAs

Given a DC program, many di erent compilation schemata may be used to build a corresponding
LPDA [Lan-88c]. We give here a very simple and unoptimized top-down construction. The DC
program to be compiled is composed of a set of clauses : A 0 :- A 1 ; : : :; A k , where each
A is a logical literal. The query is assumed to be the head literal A0 0 of the rst clause 0 .
The construction of the top-down LPDA is based on the introduction of new predicate symbols
5 , corresponding to positions between the body literals of each clause . The predicate 5 0
corresponds to the position before the leftmost literal, and so on. Literals in clause bodies are refuted
from left to right. The presence of an instance of a position literal 5 (t ) in the stack indicates
that the rst i subgoals corresponding to the body of some instance of clause have already
been refuted. The argument bindings of that position literal are the partial answer substitution
computed by this partial refutation.
For every clause : A 0 :- A 1 ; : : :; A k , we note t the vector of variables occurring in the
clause. Recall that A is a literal using some of the variables in , while 5 is only a predicate
which needs to be given the argument vector t to become the literal 5 (t ).
k

k;

k;

k;i

k;n

;

k;i

k

k;i

k;

k

k

k

k;

k;

k;n

k

k;i

k

k

k;i

k;i
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k

Then we can de ne the top-down LPDA by the following transitions:
1. $ 7! 50 0(t0) $
2. 5 (t ) 7! A +1 5 (t )




;

k;i

k

k;i

k;i

| for every clause and
for every position i in its body: 0  i < n

k

k

k

3. A 0 7! 5 0 (t )
4. 5 (t ) 5 (t ) 7! 5 +1 (t )7
k;

k;

k;nk

k

| for every clause

k

k 0 ;i

k 0 ;i

k0

k

| for every pair of clauses and and
for every position i in the body of : 0  i < n

k0

k0

k

k0

k0

The nal predicate of the LPDA is the stack predicate 50 0 which corresponds to the end of the
body of the rst \query clause" of the DC program. The rest of the LPDA is de ned accordingly.
The following is an informal explanation of the above transitions:
;n

1. Initialization: We require the refutation of the body of clause 0 , i.e. of the query.
2. Selection of the leftmost remaining subgoal: When the rst i literals of clause have been
refuted, as indicated by the position literal 5 (t ), then select the i + 1 literal A +1 to be
now refuted.
k

k;i

st

k

k;i

3. Selection of clause : Having to satisfy a subgoal that is an instance of A 0 , eliminate it
by resolution with the clause . The body of is now considered as a sequence of new
subgoals, as indicated by the position literal 5 0 (t ).
k

k;

k

k

k;

k

4. Return to calling clause : Having successfully refuted the head of clause by refuting
successively all literals in its body as indicated by position literal 5 (t ), we return to the
calling clause and \increment" its position literal from 5 (t ) to 5 +1 (t ), since the
body literal A +1 has been refuted as instance of the head of .
k0

k

k;nk

k 0 ;i

k0

k0

k 0 ;i

k

k 0 ;i

k0

k

Backtrack interpretation of a LPDA thus constructed essentially mimics the Prolog interpretation of the original DC program.

3.3 A very simple example

The following example has been produced with a prototype implementation realized by Eric
Villemonte de la Clergerie and Alain Zanchetta [VilZ-88]. This example, as well as the top-down
construction above, are taken from [Lan-88c].
The de nite clause program to be executed is given in gure 11. Note that a search for all
solutions in a backtrack evaluator would not terminate.
7 If k = k then we rename the variable in t since the transition corresponds to the use of two distinct variants
0

k0

of the clause .
Note also that we need not de ne such a transition for all triples of integer k k and i, but only for those triples
such that the head of uni es with the literal A +1 .
k

0

k

k 0 ;i
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********* PUSH Transitions B->BC ***********
Clauses: q(f(f(a))):-.

predicate :nabla.2.0

q(X1):-q(f(X1)).

nabla.2.0(X1) -> q(f(X1)) nabla.2.0(X1)

Query:

predicate :nabla.0.0
nabla.0.0(X2) -> q(X2) nabla.0.0(X2)

q(X2)

Figure 11: The De nite Clause program.

predicate :dollar0
dollar0() -> nabla.0.0(X2) dollar0()
********* Horizontal Transitions B->C ******

dollar0() , ()()

predicate :q
q(f(f(a))) -> nabla.1.0()

nabla.0.0(X5) , dollar0()

q(X1) -> nabla.2.0(X1)

q(X6) , nabla.0.0(X6)
nabla.2.0(X7) , nabla.0.0(X7)

predicate :query

nabla.1.0() , nabla.0.0(f(f(a)))

query(X2) -> nabla.0.0(X2)

q(f(X8)) , nabla.2.0(X8)

predicate :nabla.0.1

nabla.0.1(f(f(a))) , dollar0()
nabla.2.0(f(X9)) , nabla.2.0(X9)

nabla.0.1(X2) -> answer(X2)
********* POP Transitions BD->C ************

nabla.1.0() , nabla.2.0(f(a))
nabla.2.1(f(a)) , nabla.0.0(f(a))
nabla.0.1(f(a)) , dollar0()

predicate :nabla.2.1
nabla.2.1(X1) nabla.0.0(X2) -> nabla.0.1(X2)

q(f(f(X10))) , nabla.2.0(f(X10)) *

nabla.2.1(X4) nabla.2.0(X1) -> nabla.2.1(X1)

nabla.2.1(f(a)) , nabla.2.0(a)

predicate :nabla.1.0

nabla.2.1(a) , nabla.0.0(a)
nabla.0.1(a) , dollar0()

nabla.1.0() nabla.0.0(X2) -> nabla.0.1(X2)

answer(a) , dollar0()

nabla.1.0() nabla.2.0(X1) -> nabla.2.1(X1)

answer(f(a)) , dollar0()
answer(f(f(a))) , dollar0()

predicate :nabla.0.1
nabla.0.1(X3) nabla.0.0(X2) -> nabla.0.1(X2)
nabla.0.1(X2) nabla.2.0(X1) -> nabla.2.1(X1)

Figure 10: Transitions of the LPDA.
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* subsumed by:

q(f(X8)),nabla.2.0(X8)

Figure 12: Items produced by the dynamic programming interpretation.

The solutions found by the computer are:

X2 = f(f(a))
X2 = f(a)
X2 = a

These solutions were obtained by rst compiling the DC program into an LPDA according
to the schema de ned in section 3.2, and then interpreting this LPDA with the general dynamic
programming algorithm de ned in section 3.1.
The LPDA transitions produced by the compilation are in gure 10. The collection of items
produced by the dynamic programming computation is given in the gure 12.
In the transitions printout of gure 10, each predicate name nabla.i.j stands for our 5 .
According to the construction of section 3.2, the nal predicate should be nabla.0.1. For
better readability we have added a horizontal transition to a nal predicate noted answer.
i;j

4 Other linguistic formalisms
Pereira and Warren have shown in their classical paper [PerW-80] the link between CF grammars
and DC programs. A similar approach may be applied to more complex formalisms than CF
grammars, and we have done so for Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) [Lan-88d].
By encoding TAGs into DC programs, we can specialize to TAGs the above results, and easily
build TAG parsers (using at least the general optimization techniques valid for all DC programs).
Furthermore, control mechanisms akin to the agenda of chart parsers, together with some ner
properties of LPDA interpretation, allow to control precisely the parsing process and produce
Earley-like left-to-right parsers, with a complexity O(n6 ).
We expect that this approach can be extended to a variety of other linguistic formalisms, with
or without uni cation of feature structures, such as head grammars, linear indexed grammars,
combinatory categorial grammars. This is indeed suggested by the results of of Joshi, VijayShanker and Weir that relate these formalisms and propose CKY or Earley parsers for some of
them [VijWJ-87, VijW-89].
The parse forests built in the CF case correspond to proof forests in the Horn case. Such proof
forests may be obtained by the same techniques that we used for CF parsing [BilL-89]. However
it is not yet fully clear how parse trees or derivation trees may be extracted from the proof forest
when DC programs are used to encode non-CF syntactic formalisms. On the basis of our experience
with TAGs, we conjecture that for non-CF formalisms, the proof forest obtained corresponds to
derivation forests (i.e. containing derivation trees as de ned in [VijWJ-87]) rather than to forest
representing the possible super cial syntactic structure of object trees.

5 Concluding Remarks
Our understanding of syntactic structures and parsing may be considerably enhanced by comparing
the various approaches in similar formal terms, even though they may di er in power and/or
super cial appearance. Hence we attempt to formally unify the problems in two ways:
14

| by considering all formalisms as special cases of Horn clauses
| by expressing all parsing strategies with a unique operational device: the pushdown automaton.
Systematic formalization of problems often considered to be pragmatic issues (e.g. structure
and construction of parse forests) has considerably improved our understanding and has been
an important success factor. It is our belief that such formalization is essential to harness the
algorithmic intricacies of language processing, even if the expressive power of a formal system
cannot not fully cover the richness of natural language constructions.
The links established with problems in other areas of computer science (e.g. partial evaluation,
database recursive queries) could also be the source of interesting new approaches.
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